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Abstract: With the coming of intelligent vehicles and vehicular communication, Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) of connected vehicles are emerging and now evolving to
Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS), as service platforms for smart cities. Considering new service properties,
the autonomous cooperation of such vehicles has exhibited novel QoS features that imply new
requirements: guaranteeing the traffic efficiency of any emergent vehicle while trying to promote
the throughput at an intersection. So, after analyzing the classic reservation-based cooperation
mechanisms, new QoS-oriented cooperation methods and policies are studied in this work.
Concretely, several models of related traffic objects we have proposed are firstly introduced briefly.
Then, the scheduling policies of vehicles approaching an intersection have been presented, including
three existing policies (FAFP-SV, FAFP-SQ, and HQEP-SV) and five new polices (FAFP-SQ-SV,
FAFP-MQ, HWFP-SQ, HWFP-SQ-SV, HWFP-MQ). These policies combine two major factors:
vehicular priority for scheduling and concurrency in traffics. The first one includes the vehicular
arrival-time, priority mapped to QoS, and the weight of reserved vehicles on a lane etc. In addition,
the second refers to schedule a platoon rather than single vehicle each time, or platoons on different
lanes instead of one platoon on only one lane. All these policies have been implemented, and
further, verified within the parameter-configurable traffic simulator QoS-CITS (v2.1) we designed
and developed with C#. Abundant experiments have been conducted with configured typical traffic
scenes, and experimental results show that HWFP-SQ-SV and HWFP-MQ can guarantee both the
QoS of emergent vehicles and traffic throughput better than other six policies.

Keywords: Cooperative-ITS; intelligent vehicles; intersection; quality of service; policy; simulation

1. Introduction

Along with the increasing maturation of technologies such as autonomous driving and vehicular
communication, nowadays, novel transportation scenarios can be increasingly envisioned that any
connected intelligent vehicle traveling on the road could drive itself automatically to its destination,
adjusting its behavior adaptively according to the surrounding traffic environment and optimizing
its route dynamically under the cloud-based guidance. In addition, it can be also imagined that
such vehicles will play more roles as mobile carriers for the future smart cities, not only as private
vehicles and taxies mentioned usually, but also as shuttle buses, ambulances, fire-fighting vehicles and
others. Under such complicated situations, adaptive and autonomous cooperation has been becoming
one distinctive feature of connected intelligent vehicles, and meanwhile, one vital problem for the
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emerging stage of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS): Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS), and also, other
similar swarm intelligent systems. As predicted in many important research projects, for instance the
PATH program of USA, the European Union project AutoNet2030 etc. [1], V2X communication-based
cooperation of intelligent vehicles is deservedly the main evolving trend for C-ITS, particularly for
large-scale C-ITS because there are more advantages compared with current ITS, more perceptive,
more efficient and safer.

Considering these new characteristics, in the domain of C-ITS, a series of models and mechanisms
for communication-based inter-vehicle cooperation have been studied, and obvious progress has been
achieved in recent decades along with increasing interest from more researchers [2–5]. Based on the
capability of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure/Agent (V2I/V2A) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication,
such cooperation problems have been mainly reduced to basic sub-problems [6], typically two as shown
in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the vehicular cooperation at a crossroad. It corresponds to a problem
called Passing-Through Intersection (PTI) [7], which mainly focuses on how to guarantee vehicles pass
through an intersection safely and efficiently [8,9]. And Figure 1b indicates the cooperation of vehicles
when taking lane-changing or over-taking actions on roads [10]. Nevertheless, when considering
service properties of future C-ITS, the connotations of these cooperation problems will become different
from classic ones [11–14], and consequently, current mechanisms will be greatly challenged by the
following issues.

• How to guarantee the traveling efficiency of emergent vehicles, as well as the traditional traffic
safety and throughput?

• How to manage vehicular behaviors synergistically in the complicated spatial-temporal
serviced domain?

• What novel cooperative policies will satisfy vehicular service properties?
• How to verify new service-oriented features and designs in large-scale C-ITS environments?

Figure 1. Typical V2X-based Cooperative Situations of Intelligent Vehicles. (a) Cooperation at One
Intersection with Eight Lanes. (b) Cooperation on Three Straight-going Lanes.

To explain the differences, here we analyze this problem with a scene in Figure 1a. In this scene,
there are four different types of service-oriented vehicles, concretely, type 1: trunk vehicles V6; type 2:
taxi vehicles V1, V7, V9, and V12; type 3: bus vehicles V3, V8, V10, and V11; type 4: ambulance vehicles
V2, V4, and V5. All these vehicles can be reduced to three common service properties: type 4 corresponds
to the most emergent degree H (Highest priority), type 3 has a lower urgency degree M (Middle
priority), type 1 and type 2 own no urgency, corresponding to L (Lowest priority), respectively. In the
reality, the higher the priority of one vehicle, the faster this vehicle should pass through an intersection.
However, through current methods all these approaching vehicles will cooperate mainly according to
the arrival time of each one, equivalent to “First Arrive, First Pass” for both vehicle-vehicle cooperation
situations and platoon cooperation situations, which surely leads to emergent vehicles not being able
to take any preemptive opportunity. For example, vehicles V2 and V5 in Figure 1a are blocked and
delayed by middle-emergent vehicles V3 and V10, separately. It is obvious that such a situation is
unreasonable and has violated realities seriously.
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Therefore, how to make vehicles with higher priorities pass through an intersection as early as
possible has become a vital problem, which is also the topic with which we have concerned ourselves in
recent years. In this paper, several cooperation models, mechanisms, and policies for intelligent vehicles
approaching intersections are further studied on the basis of our previous studies [5,7,15,16]. Especially,
after mapping vehicular QoS to a priority property and studying dynamic priority mechanisms, in this
research five new scheduling policies are principally proposed and designed with new “queue-based”,
namely “platoon-based”, and “QoS-oriented” properties. Then, all these designs are implemented
within the new version of one self-designed traffic simulator: QoS-CITS (v2.1) [16]. With this simulator,
the performance of this study is verified in a mass of typical traffic scenes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the relevant literature is presented.
Considering the fundamental procedure of reservation-based passing-through, models of traffic objects
and cooperative behaviors proposed in previous work are introduced briefly in Section 3. In Section 4,
the main contribution of this study, namely a series of queue-based and QoS-oriented cooperation
algorithms and policies, is expressed in detail. All these designs of this work are verified simulatively
in Section 5. Finally, research conclusions are drawn and our ongoing work is sketched out in Section 6.

2. Related Work and Literature

In the domain of cooperative intelligent vehicles, autonomous driving and V2X-based cooperation
are vital and fundamental technologies, which have captured more and more attention in recent
decades. In particular, research work has been carried out from different aspects. From the perspective
of methodology, interdisciplinary theories and methods, such as intelligent sensing and control, Agent
and Multi-Agent-System (MAS), game theory, deep learning, self-organizing network, big data and
cloud, model-driven, and simulative verification etc., have been employed more in pursuit of progress.

2.1. Autonomous Driving Study

Perception of the traffic environment is the cornerstone of ITS. Recently, the sensing capabilities
of ITS have been largely promoted via the employment of more smart sensors, such as LiDAR, GPS,
Inertial Navigation System (INS), Radar, Vision and so on, and emerging vehicular communication
technologies, typically DSRC(Dedicated Short Range Communication), LTE-V, the coming 5G network,
and also high-resolution maps etc.

Surrounding these developing technologies, the theories and mechanisms of vehicular smart
perception have been studied recently [17–25]. With the ability of precise perception, the foundation
of autonomous driving has been getting better and better. Especially, decision-making, autonomous
control, path-planning and behavior policies are several vital aspects that have been studied and
experienced [26–31]. For instance, Furda et al. [32] studied a two-stage real-time decision-making
method to improve road safety in city traffic systems, and then optimized the real-time decision-making
method for autonomous city vehicles to select the most appropriate maneuver. Hubmann et al. [33]
presented an online-capable Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) framework for
autonomous driving in different environment situations. It provides near optimum solutions for the
behavior generation on intersections. Kim [34] formulated a Model Predictive Control (MPC) problem
to generate a feasible trajectory for one vehicle, and further proposed several constraints and rules
to guarantee coordination safety. Weiskircher et al. [35] proposed a predictive trajectory guidance
and control framework that enables the safe operation of autonomous and semiautonomous vehicles
considering the constraints of operating in dynamic public traffic. Rafaila et al. [36] and Koga et al. [37]
also did similar work. Rosolia et al. [38] designed a two-stage nonlinear nonconvex control approach,
including an outer-loop nonlinear MPC and a model based on an inner linear feedback controller,
for autonomous vehicles driving during highway cruise conditions. Beaucorps et al. [39] proposed
a human-like decision-making algorithm for simple intersections without signals in the presence of
another vehicle. All these autonomous driving studies make intelligent ground vehicles traveling on
roads increasingly possible.
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2.2. Communication Based Cooperation at Intersections

V2X communication-based inter-vehicle coordination at intersections is a hot topic in the domain
of C-ITS. Typically, several cooperative communication protocols, such as Ballroom Intersection
Protocol (BRIP), CAM/DENM(Cooperative Awareness Message/Decentralized Environmental
Notification Message)-based cooperation messages etc. [40,41], and further novel cooperation
mechanisms have contributed [12,42–44]. In order to solve the problem of BRIP protocol resulting in
potential accidents at intersections for GPS errors or control system failures, Aoki et al. [40] designed a
new safe and practical intersection protocol named the Configurable Synchronous Intersection Protocol
(CSIP). Mladenovic et al. [45] proposed a paradigm shift based upon a self-organizing and cooperative
control framework, in which one vehicle will calculate its velocity and trajectory with others
coordinately via V2V communication. Then, two controllers are used to separately manage vehicular
approaching maneuvers and regulate vehicle-following procedures. After designing a discrete model
of an intersection and V2I communication protocols, Wuthishuwong et al. [13] implemented a safe
trajectory generation mechanism to avoid possible collision when autonomous vehicles pass through
intersections. Liu et al. [46] proposed a decentralized cooperative adaptive cruise control algorithm
for vehicles in the vicinity of intersections (CACC-VI), to improve the throughput of intersections by
reorganizing vehicle platoons. Similarly, Campos et al. [47] focused on the traffic coordination problem
at traffic intersections and presented a decentralized coordination approach, combining optimal
control with model-based heuristics that are suitable for a fast-online implementation. Xu et al. [48]
proposed a novel distributed conflict-free cooperation method for multiple connected automated
vehicles at unsignaled intersections and eventually designed a distributed controller to stabilize the
virtual platoon for conflict-free cooperation at intersections. Elleuch et al. [49] proposed a new system
called Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance Persistent (CICAP) system, and introduced a new
intersection collision avoidance system by means of V2V communication. Li et al. [50] proposed a
novel traffic control method based on a genetic algorithm aimed at reducing the time in an isolated
intersection without traffic lights. Experiments show that this method can greatly shorten the time
delay. The problem of autonomous PTI has increased. All these contributions will establish a good
foundation for our study of complicated PTI problems that depend on precise positioning and good
V2V and V2I communication.

2.3. Simulation and Verification

Simulative verification is another vital aspect in the domain of C-ITS because it is impractical
to construct a large-scale transportation environment of intelligent vehicles [51]. So, simulation
has been widely concerned and adopted when exploring autonomous driving and cooperative
mechanisms [52–54]. As is well known, there exists a series of famous traffic simulators, such as
SUMO, OMNET++, Veins, MovSim etc. [55,56]. In recent studies, several coordination frameworks
and mechanisms for cooperative vehicles have been studied. For instance, Debada et al. [57] proposed
a coordination framework for Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) based on the concept of virtual
vehicles. Santos et al. [58] presented a simulator framework for cooperative vehicle systems and
also a test case for validation. Tang et al. [59] presented a Micro Intelligent Vehicle (MicroIV)-based
cooperative driving hardware simulation platform for simulation of C-ITS applications, especially
for collaborative maneuvering. Chen et al. [60] established the driving simulation environment
by PreScan and then proposed to use the Rough Set theory to abstract the car-following rules to
support the decision-making of autonomous vehicles in the complex and dynamic urban environment.
Artunedo et al. [61] proposed a tool to simulate cooperative maneuvers among autonomous vehicles
in which virtual and real vehicles can interact conjunctively. Kim et al. [62] proposed an integrated
road traffic-network-cloud simulator for V2C connected car services (IsV2C) with a user-friendly GUI.
Besides these Model-in-Loop mechanisms, some Hardware-in-Loop testbeds are also constructed and
employed for the study of ITS [63,64]. All these works shows that simulation is feasible, and these
methods are worth learning.
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As analyzed above, existing studies have contributed to remarkable progress. However, few
studies have been conducted on cooperation mechanisms in the service domain. Mladenovic et al. [45]
carried out a similar study, and proposed a priority-related passing-through mechanism, but this work
mainly considered the intelligent adjustment of vehicular trajectory and cooperation between two
conflicting vehicles, instead of that we concerned. Fok et al. [63] has studied a group of policies for
AIM (Autonomous Intersection Management), but they didn’t consider vehicular service properties.
Therefore, on the basis of our previous work [5,7,15,16], we will study and present several new
QoS-oriented cooperative policies in this paper.

3. Fundamental Traffic Models and Cooperation Procedure

Since this work is an extension of our previous work, some related models we have proposed
in [5,7,15,16] must be described in brief firstly, helping to understand the work in this paper.

3.1. Fundamental Traffic Environment Objects

` and `c are separately defined as a piecewise lane and the current lane on which one vehicle is
traveling. An intersection I is a critical traffic area connecting several crossed lanes. In our previous

work, jth intersection Ij is presented as a tuple: < id = j, ζ
Ij
` , {< `jk, vjk, ck1, ck2 > |`jk ∈ ζ

Ij
` , k ∈

{1, 2, . . . , |ζIj
` |}} >, as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Definitions and Parameters of Traffic Object.

Para Definition Para Definition

Intersection, Critical Section, and Special Positions for one Intersection

I.id identification number. I.ζI` set of connected lanes.

I.vjk
direction of `jk;
I: entering, O: leaving.

I.ck1, I.ck2
coordinates of two connecting
points between Ij and `jk.

γ.id identification number. γ.~c coordinate vector of all vertices.
γ.ζk

` set of connected lanes. γ.s status of section: available or forbidden.
γ.l length of γ. γ.w width of γ.
γ.τ token of γ. Pυ vehicular current position.

Pa
position where vehicles beginning
to adjust the velocity. Pr

position where vehicles submit
reservation messages.

Pγmb
position where vehicles start to
decelerate if it can’t obtain γm.τ. Pγm p

position vehicles can’t travel across
when γm.τ is not authorized.

Model of Heterogenous Vehicles

υ.id identification number. υ.ξ purpose of vehicle or vehicular mission.

υ.p vehicular priority, corresponding
to its QoS. E

classic vehicle-specific physical
and kinematic parameters.

υ.` current lane. υ.γ current occupied section or null.
υ.s current state. υ.α current action.
υ.~γ vector of required S-CSs. υ.~τ vector of required tokens.

Vehicular Action Model

α.id identification number. α.ζs
{s0, . . . , sk−1},si is (i + 1)th status of
this action.

α.Ms
action transition matrix:
Ms = [εij]k×k

α.Mc
condition matrix for action transiting:
Mc = [cij]k×k

To improve the traffic efficiency, one intersection is always divided into a group of no-overlapping
rectangular parts, and each inseparable part can be only allocated to one vehicle each time. In our work,
each such part is presented as a Static Critical Section(S-CS): γ, as shown in Figure 2a. Furthermore,
the mth critical section γm is expressed via a tuple :< id = m,~c, l, w, ζm

` , τ >, as detailed in Table 1.
Of course, one intersection can be mapped to a unique critical section as shown in Figure 2b, simplifying
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the traffic management while also decreasing the efficiency. Thus, one intersection I can be presented
as a relationship set ζIγ.

In Figure 2b, there are also a set of particular positions, Pa, Pr, and Pγb, which are the foundation
of the reservation-based cooperation. Correspondingly, there are also several distance notations, da, dr,
and db, employed in our models. All these aforementioned notations are explained in Table 1.

Figure 2. Intersection and Its Composed S-CSs. (a) Intersection and Its Four Critical Sections.
(b) Positions for One Static Critical Section.

3.2. Modeling Heterogeneous Intelligent Vehicles and Their Behaviors

(1) Model of Intelligent Vehicles

Considering that intelligent vehicles serve as diverse mobile carriers in the coming C-ITS, we have
designed a vehicular model with service-related properties as a tuple υi ::=< id = i,< ξ, p >,E,<
`, γ, s, α >,< ~γ,~τ >>, as detailed in Table 1. In this model, service properties are indicated by the first
sub-tuple. The classic physical properties are presented by E, including vehicular length (υ.l), width
(υ.w), current acceleration (υ.a) and velocity (υ.v), length between both axes υ.∆lw, maximum velocity
(υ.v), and the kinematic model etc. Current vehicular position and behavior status are indicated by the
second sub-tuple, and the reserved vector of S-CS and the corresponding tokens are in the last element.
Our previous study has implemented this parameter-customizable model and demonstrated that this
model is effective enough.

(2) Reservation-based Vehicular Actions and States

For the reservation-based passing-through problem, whether one vehicle is allowed to pass
through a critical section or not primarily depends on if it can successfully obtain the token of this
section. So, vehicular behaviors will be closely related to reservation and authorization. In our previous
work, we have abstracted different vehicular motions as a uniform event-triggered action model.
Concretely, ith action αi is presented as a tuple < id = i, name, ζs, Msi, Mci >. On this basis, a group of
PTI-related vehicular actions has been designed, covering Initialization α0, Cruise with reservation α1,
Entering α2, Cruise α3, Lane-changing α4, Overtaking α5, Passing α6, Parking α7, and Termination α8.
All these proposed actions and their conditions are detailed in [15].

With these new action models, any vehicular behavior can be essentially presented as a scheduling
sequence of actions. Consequently, we employed the concept of behavior state S and an event-triggered
sate-automata AS to represent any special maneuver case and any vehicular movement procedure,
separately. The automata AS is composed of an action set ζS

α , an event-based action-transition matrix
MA and a state-transition matrix MS. After normalizing all possible maneuver stages, eight vehicular
states have been designed to present anyone traveling procedure, and the state-switch logic of AS as
shown in Figure 3. More details are presented in [5,7,15].
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Figure 3. Event-triggered S-Automata AS.

3.3. Centralized Scheduler: I-Agent

Under the centralized mode, for an intersection Ij, a manager Ij-Agent is employed to coordinate

traffic flows passing-through each γm (γm ∈ ζ
Ij
γ ), scheduling vehicles approaching Ij via particular

policies. Structurally, Ij-Agent is mainly composed of one traffic-flow scheduler with several policies,
and two-level queues to buffer vehicular reserving requirements. Furthermore, a token γm.τ is
employed for authorization and to guarantee traffic flows through γm safely.

It needs to be emphasized that, Q`k
and Qγm are used to queue reservations from vehicles on

lane `k (`k ∈ ζ
Ij
` ) and from those vehicles reserving the critical section γm, respectively. Every element

of Q`k
is a vector << υ.id, υ.xc, υ.yc, υ.`c, υ.p >,< υ.γ′1, t(s,1), t(e,1) >,< υ.γ′2, t(s,2), t(e,2) >, . . . ,<

υ.γ′r, t(s,r), t(e,r) >, · · · >. γ′r presents rth S-CS in the vector ~γ that υ applied, and it corresponds to a
particular S-CS in Ij, e.g., γm. t(s,r) and t(e,r) are separately the time when υ enters in and leaves from
γ′r. Each element in Qγm indicates the queuing information of vehicles that have applied the token
of γm, and is formalized as a vector < υ.id, υ.`c, ts, tw >, where tw is the time length υ has stayed in
this queue.

Each vehicle approaching Ij should submit Ij-Agent a vector of required S-CSs and related
entering time and leaving time of every required S-CS. This time properties have been reduced to be
the distance in time domain: Passing-Time-Window (PTW), which is a classic transformation in similar
studies. PTW can be further employed to predict potential collisions among vehicles approaching
one intersection, and to estimate the approximately delay time for any vehicle. In our research, the
Passing-Time-Window of υj through υj.γ′i is indicated as PTWji:=[tji,s(X), tji,e(Y)], where X is the first
entering point of υj and Y is the last departing point from γ′i . Based on PTW, a group of constraints
for safe authorization are detailed in our study [5,7].

3.4. The Unified Reservation-Based Passing-Through Procedure: RAAL

With the aforementioned models, all reservation-oriented vehicular behaviors can be represented
uniformly as shown in Figure 4. It is important to note that αi in Figure 4 can be either a single action
α6 or a sequence of α1 and α6 relying on the amount of S-CSs υj has been authorized. γ′k presents the
kth S-CS in the vector υ.~γ, corresponding to a critical section γm (γm ∈ ζIγ). Furthermore, we designed
a uniform state-based passing-through procedure “Reserve Advance, Act Later” (RAAL) as below.

Step 1. At Pa, υi adjusts its velocity to vr in state S2.
Step 2. At Pr, the state of υi switches to S5, and υi begins to reserve tokens υi.~τ.
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Step 3. In S5, if υi has gotten the token of its first reserved S-CS γ′1 before Pγ′1b, it will enter γ′1 at a
velocity no more than vγ or vr, which depends on whether the subsequent tokens are allocated or not.
Else, υi must decelerate to wait for γ′1.τ, and if the token is not authorized υi must stop before Pγ′1 p .

Step 4. In S5, at the moment when υi leaves from γ′k, it releases γ′k.τ immediately, and when
departing from I the state of υi switches to S2.

Figure 4. Vehicular Kinematic Features during Passing through S-CSs in the Temporal-Spatial Domain.

4. Design of Cooperation Policies and Algorithms

Essentially, authorization policies are the core of cooperative scheduling mechanism, which,
as we all known, primarily affects the traffic efficiency. In obvious research, the arrival time has
been considered as the basis of scheduling, in other words, vehicular arrival time is the simplest
priority. In addition to this, the concept of QoS is rarely concerned. So, after analyzing one basic
time-based policy and one QoS-oriented policy we designed, in this section, we further propose several
new policies with several new features, to improve the parallelism level of passing vehicles and the
concurrency utilization of S-CSs resources. To be clear, vehicles with Highest, Middle, Lowest priorities
are marked as vehicles (H), vehicles (M), and vehicles (L) separately in the following parts.

4.1. Typical Priority-Related Single-Vehicle Policies

(1) Arrival Time-Based Policy: FAFP

The main thought of “First-Arrive-First-Pass” policy (FAFP) is taking the arrival time of each
vehicle as the unique criterion, namely the priority. It means that the vehicle arriving earlier will hold
a higher priority. Concretely, one vehicle with the minimum t(s,1) will be authorized to pass prior to
other vehicles in all Q`k

(k = 0, 1, . . . , |ζI` |). The procedure of this fundamental time-based cooperation
is presented as Algorithm 1. On this basis, FAFP can be further extended with the thought of platoon
cooperation, which allow a group of headmost vehicles on one lane be authorized every time, rather
than single one.

Although FAFP is the most common policy adopted in current ITS studies for both centralized and
distributed cooperation, it has presented obvious weakness in many complicated situations, because
of its too simple criterion and design.
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ALGORITHM 1: Arrival Time-based Authorization Mechanism with FAFP policy
Input: γm.τ ; Q`k

.
Output: Vehicles to be authorized.
Set all γm.τ to be 0 ; p_vehi = null; count = 1;
while TRUE do

if (There exists at least one Q`k
that is not empty);

then
p_vehi points to the wait-authorization element t(s,1) of which is the minimum in all
Q`k

;
if (p_vehi ! = null); then

//authorization logic;
count = 1;
while (p_vehi− > γ′count.τ == 0) and (No deadlock) do

Authorize p_vehi− > γ′count.τ to vehicle υ whose id is p_vehi− > υ.id;
p_vehi− > γ′count.τ ++;
count ++;

end
if (count > 1); then

Delete count authorized tuples from p_vehi;
end

end
end

end

(2) Priority-Inheritance Policy: HQEP

Different from FAFP, “Higher-QoS-Earlier-Pass” policy (HQEP) is the policy that regards vehicular
service property as the scheduling criteria. After mapping a QoS level to vehicular priority , the goal of
HQEP can be described as: Try the best to guarantee vehicles with highest priorities (vehicles (H) or vehicles
(M)) in current situation being authorized preferentially as possible. However, this goal is always challenged
under real traffic situations because of the Priority-Inversion-Phenomenon (PIP), where vehicles with
higher priorities are always blocked by those vehicles with lower priorities but ahead. Such phenomena
are harmful for real transportation systems and daily life, but it is indeed very common.

To resolve this problem and optimize the traffic flow, we have proposed a Gradual-Priority-
Inheritance (GPI) algorithm in [7], as an instance of HQEP. Its main thought is: If find the first vehicle
(H) υ has been delayed by vehicles on other lanes, choose the direct precursor vehicle of υ on its lane
υ.`c and improve its priority to the highest priority; Iteratively deal with the vehicles ahead of υ on υ.`c

one by one, until υ is no longer delayed or the precursor vehicle is the head on υ.`c. The HQEP-based
cooperation principle can be explained with the Algorithm 2. The advantage of this approach is that
when there are few vehicles with the highest priority, the agent will schedule these vehicles with less
delay as possible. Meanwhile, such gradual priority inheritance mechanism will allow those ahead
vehicles that do not block the vehicles with the highest priority and on other lanes to travel through
the intersection normally. Thus, the traffic efficiency at one intersection will be guaranteed as possible.
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ALGORITHM 2: GPI-based Authorization Mechanism with HQEP policy
Input: γm.τ ; Q`k

.
Output: Vehicles to be authorized.
Set all γm.τ to be 0 ; p_vehi = null; count = 1;
while TRUE do

if (There exists at least one Q`k
that is not empty); then

p_vehi points to the first wait-authorization element υ.p of which is the highest in all
Q`k

;
if (p_vehi ! = null); then

Manage priorities of vehicles, on p_vehi− > υ.`c, at the front of p_vehi− > υ.id
with GPI mechanism;

Authorize headmost vehicles that will not block vehicle p_vehi− > υ.id with FAFP
policy;

Authorize the first vehicle with highest priority in all Q` via authorization logic in
Algorithm 1;

else
Authorize headmost vehicles that will not block vehicle p_vehi− > υ.id with FAFP

policy;
end

end
end

(3) Lane-Weight-Based Policy: HWFP

Considering the “flow” property on any lane, “Highest-Weight-First-Pass” (HWFP) is designed
to schedule vehicles according to the status of each lane. The concept “Lane-Weight” is employed
to present the priority property of each lane queue, rather than one vehicle. Considering three main
properties, namely, the sum of vehicular emergency degrees (or, QoS level), the accumulated delay
time, and the arrival time of the first Vehicle (H) on each lane, the Lane-Weight W`k

of the lane queue
Q`k

can be calculated by the Formula (1). In this formula, we employ the first item to indicate the
weight amount of vehicular priorities, where C(x) is the function to count the number of vehicles with
the priority x in Q`k

; ϕx is the priority constant of priority x, a higher priority corresponds to a bigger
constant value. The second item presents the blocked degree of all vehicles in Q`k

. One lane blocked
more will get more opportunity to be selected when the first items of different lanes are approximate.
The third item is the auxiliary for situations where there are multiple vehicles (H) in different lane
queues, and it will help to determine which lane should be selected when the weights of these lanes are
equal. Via enlarging the difference of priority constants, different authorization effects can be achieved,
for example authorizing vehicles (H) all the time, or giving a breathing space to those lanes without
any vehicle (H) but have been heavily blocked, etc. Comparatively, such design will be more flexible
to support the QoS-oriented authorization and cooperation.

W`k
=

PH

∑
x=PL

(C(x)× ϕx) +

|Q`k
|

∑
x=1

Dx +
1

T0(Q`k
)

Dx = tcurrent − t(s,1) o f υx

T0(Q`k
) =

{
t(s, 1) o f υ′ : i f f ind the f irst vehicle(H) υ′ in Q`k

.

∞ : i f not f ind vehicle(H) in Q`k
.

(1)

On this basis, a HWFP-based authorization algorithm for an I-Agent can be briefly explained as:
1© Receive reservation messages from approaching vehicles, and update all queues; 2© Evaluate the

weights of all Q`; 3© Select the queue with the maximum weight, and authorize available required
tokens to the head vehicle in this queue.
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4.2. Enhanced Policies with Parallel Characteristics

Single vehicle scheduling policies are so simple to realize, but the disadvantages of such policies
are also very obvious. The “one-by-one” authorization mechanism will cause the stuttering of vehicular
acceleration and traffic flows, and further, heavily affect the traffic efficiency at an intersection. So,
besides these aforementioned policies, we further devote to explore some new methods to improve
traffic efficiencies through enhancing the parallelism of these policies as far as possible.

(1) Platoon-based Authorization Policy: PAP

The first way is to minimize the stuttering of vehicular acceleration by authorizing a group of
vehicles each time, rather than a single one that is the main reason causing the stuttering of vehicular
behavior. It can be easily imagined that when one vehicular platoon on a lane is authorized every
time, the velocity profiles of these vehicles will probably get smoother than that when authorizing
vehicles individually. Many studies has shown that this is an important manner for improving
traffic efficiencies.

Based on the traditional platoon method, a Platoon-Authorization Policy (PAP) is designed in this
paper to improve the performance of those aforementioned policies. Concretely, for a length setting N,
the value of every γ.τ with this policy can be maximally N, which is equal to the amount of vehicles
authorized with this token. In addition, only when the value of γ.τ is zero, γ.τ is usable and it can
be authorized to another vehicular platoon. The main mechanism with this policy is described in
Algorithm 3.

ALGORITHM 3: Authorization Mechanism with PAP
Input: γm.τ ; Q`k

; N (The length of Platoon).
Output: Vehicles to be authorized.
Set all γm.τ to be 0;
while TRUE do

if (There exists at least one Q`k
that is not empty); then

Choose one lane queue Q`k
with to one previous policy, such as FAFP, HQEP, and

HWFP;
if (There exists at least one vehicle(H) in Q`k

); then
if (The last vehicle(H) in Q`k

is covered in the first N vehicles of this queue); then
Choose at most N vehicles in Q`k

to form a platoon;
else

Choose vehicles from the first to the last vehicle(H) in Q`k
to form a platoon;

//The real authorization amount will be greater than N;
end

else
Choose at most N vehicles in Q`k

to form a platoon;
end
if (The first several γ′.τ are available) and (No deadlock); then

Authorize these tokens to this platoon;
The value of every γ′.τ equals to the amount of vehicles it was authorized to;

end
end

end

It needs to be emphasized that when merging PAP with above policies, new compound policies
will be formed. These new policies will also exhibit different characteristics. Please note that, with the
“PAP+HEQP” policy, the real length of one authorized platoon in the Algorithm 3 is possible greater
than N. This is because we introduced a new consideration that, if the first vehicle (H) will be
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still blocked after the platoon ahead it on the same lane has been scheduled, the platoon should be
lengthened to cover this vehicle (H). Which is meaningful to warrant the QoS of this vehicle (H). So,
we can regard it as a variant of PAP in a sense.

(2) Multi-Lane Authorization Policy: MLAP

Authorizing one intersection as a whole to one vehicle or one vehicular platoon every time is
obviously a very convenient way to manage approaching vehicles. However, we can easily prove that
there still exists some opportunity to optimize these policies, in particular, when only a part of ζIγ is
occupied by one vehicle or platoon the left S-CSs are maybe usable for vehicles on other lanes. In reality,
such scenes are very normal. Typically, for example, all vehicles on different lanes are reserving to
turn right in I, or vehicles on two parallel lanes are reserving to pass straightly. Under such situations,
it should be more reasonable to allow these vehicles on different lanes passing through concurrently.

Based on this knowledge, we propose a new auxiliary policy “Multi-Lane Authorization Policy”
(MLAP). Its main idea is described as: Choose one head vehicle or a head platoon from all lanes and
authorize this/these vehicles; Check if there are still some free S-CSs after an authorization, if yes,
authorize head vehicle(s) on another lane if these free S-CSs construct the mutual head part of ~γ of
the vehicle(s). The core mechanism is shown in Algorithm 4. Different from the thought of PAP that
is used to improve traffic flows by smoothing vehicular velocity profiles, MLAP aims to improve
the utilization of multiple physical zones. But essentially, these are all parallel authorization policies,
and theoretically should be very beneficial for promoting the throughput of intersections.

ALGORITHM 4: Authorization Mechanism with MLAP
Input: γm.τ ; Q`k

; N (The length of Platoon).
Output: Vehicles to be authorized.
Set all γm.τ to be 0;
while TRUE do

if ((There exists at least one Q`k
that is not empty) and (All tokens are available)); then

Choose one lane queue Q`k
with to one previous policy, such as FAFP, HQEP, and

HWFP;
if (N == 1); then

Authorize tokens to the first vehicle on `k;
else

Authorize tokens to a platoon on `k, according to PAP;
end
while (Left available tokens cover all those are reserved by first several vehicles on some other

lanes) do
Choose vehicles to authorize with these available tokens;

end
end

end

4.3. Composite Policies: Taking Advantages of Different Ones Above

To utilize the advantage of different policies, we further composite these different single policies
in pairs to improve both the passing-through efficiency of vehicles (H) and the traffic throughput at an
intersection. Typically, in this study all eight aforementioned policies have been implemented. In the
following, expected effects of these different policies under the same traffic situation are shown in
Figure 5 are explained, and as shown in Figures 6 and 7, Figures 6c,d and 7b–d show five new ones.
It is important to note that symbols “SQ” and “MQ” in the names of these policies are relevant to the
PAP and MLAP, respectively. Although different factors have been considered, the performance of
each policy still needs to be further verified.
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Figure 5. A Traffic Scene.

(1) Four FAFP-Based Policies

a. FAFP-SV: Regard the whole intersection as a single S-CS; When the intersection is free, only
choose and authorize the whole intersection to one single vehicle that applies to pass through at the
earliest. As shown in Figure 6a, for the first arrival vehicle υ1, its parameter < S, L, L, 1 > represents
that it will travel straightly with a lowest priority, no priority promotion, and is the first vehicle
authorized to pass. Similarly, υ4 and υ6 are the second vehicle and the third one authorized to turn
right at this intersection.

b. FAFP-SQ: Regard the whole intersection as a single S-CS; When the intersection is free, only
choose and authorize the whole intersection to one vehicular platoon in which the earliest arrived
vehicle is. As an example, Figure 6b shows that υ1, υ2, and υ3 on the same lane are authorized as a
platoon, and, υ2 will turn left while the other two will pass straightly.

c. FAFP-SQ-SV: Regard an intersection as a set of adjacent S-CSs; Each time, after choosing and
authorizing a platoon with the manner same to FAFP-SQ, iteratively choose and authorize the earliest
vehicle that is passable with those remnent-free S-CSs, from all left lanes. For the traffic situation in
Figure 5, υ1, υ2, and υ3 will be authorized as FAFP-SQ, but, because γ2 is always not occupied, υ4 will
be solely authorized to pass simultaneously, as shown in Figure 6c.

d. FAFP-MQ: Regard an intersection as a set of adjacent S-CSs; Each time, after choosing and
authorizing a platoon with the manner same to FAFP-SQ, from the other vehicles and lanes, iteratively
choose and authorize a platoon that includes the earliest arrival vehicle, and all members of which do
not require any authorized S-CS. For example, the passable platoon on the same lane covers υ4 and υ5

as shown in Figure 6d.
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Figure 6. Traffic Situations with Four FAFP-based Cooperation Policies. (a) FAFP-SV. (b) FAFP-SQ.
(c) FAFP-SQ-SV. (d) FAFP-MQ.

(2) Four QoS-Oriented Policies

a. HQEP-SV: Regard the whole intersection as a single S-CS; Processing all queues with GPI
mechanism, and then choose the head vehicle with current highest priority (namely, Highest priority,
or Medium priority when there is no vehicle (H)) to authorize. For the cases that all head vehicles on
different lanes own a same priority, this policy will finally degrade to be FAFP-SV policy. As shown in
Figure 7a, since γ2 has been authorized to υ4 and υ4 will delay υ7 , so the priority of υ4 and υ6 should
be promoted to guarantee υ4 releasing obtained critical sections as soon as possible, and υ6 becomes a
vehicle (H);

b. HWFP-SQ: Regard the whole intersection as a single S-CS; When the intersection is free, select
and authorize one platoon from the lane that owns a maximum weight value, as illustrated in Figure 7b.
When all lanes have the same weight, this policy degrades to be a FAFP-SQ policy;

c. HWFP-SQ-SV: Regard an intersection as a set of adjacent S-CSs; Each time, after choosing
and authorizing a platoon from the lane that has the maximum weight value, iteratively choose
and authorize the vehicle with current highest priority from other lanes that does not require any
authorized S-CS. The example is shown in Figure 7c. When all lanes have the same weight, this policy
will degrade to be a FAFP-SQ-SV;
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d. HWFP-MQ: Regard an intersection as a set of adjacent S-CSs; Each time, after choosing and
authorizing a platoon with the manner same to HWFP-SQ, from vehicles on other lanes, iteratively
choose and authorize a platoon that owns the maximum weight, and all members of which do not
require any authorized S-CS, such as that in Figure 7d. When all lanes own the same weight, this
policy will be equal to FAFP-MQ.

As we have expected, the HQEP policy should have better performance and flexibility, and “-MQ”
policies should have better parallelism degree. However, whether it conforms to our expectation still
needs to verify. In the next section, we will compare all these different policies.

Figure 7. Traffic Situations with Four QoS-oriented Cooperation Policies. (a) HQEP-SV. (b) HWFP-SQ.
(c) HWFP-SQ-SV. (d) HWFP-MQ.

5. Verification Experiments and Analysis

All models, policies, and mechanisms presented above have been finally implemented within a
new version of a parameter-configurable traffic simulator QoS-CITS (v2.1), which is a testbed fully
designed and developed by ourselves with C# language on Windows platform, and where, several
existing traffic models have been also adopted, especially the Ackermann steering model, Krauss
car-following model. With this simulator, a plenty of experiments are conducted.
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5.1. Parameter Settings

To verify the function and performance of all these policies, we firstly construct a basic traffic
environment, where one square intersection I is separated into four 3.5 m × 3.5 m S-CSs as shown in
Figure 8. Then, we use the Poisson distribution model as shown in Formula (2) to control the density
of traffic flow of each lane, where λ and t are the average arrival rate of the vehicles and the length of
time interval, separately. In addition, in the following experiments, the variable k is set to 1, t is not
lower than 1 s, and λ is assigned a value within [0.01, 1.0]. Table 2 shows the settings of parameters.

Pk =
(λt)k ∗ e−λt

k!
(2)

Table 2. Parameter Setting of QoS-CITS Simulator.

Parameter Value (Scope) Parameter Value (Scope) Parameter Value (Scope)

|ζIγ| 4 |ζI` | 4 γ.l 3.5 m
γ.w 3.5 m υ.l 3.5 m, 4.5 m υ.w 1.5 m, 1.8 m
aa 4 m/s2 −ad −4 m/s2 ∆c 2 m

∆c′ 0.5m da 8 m∼10.5 m dr 10 m∼70 m
db 6 m dγ 1.42 m∼20 m vm 10 m/s
vr 4 m/s∼10 m/s vγ 6 m/s∼10 m/s pυ.l=5m 1%∼100%
pH 1%∼30% pM 1%∼40% pL 40%∼90%
λ 0.01∼1.0 β1 0∼1.0 β2 0∼1.0
β3 0∼1.0 ϕH 100 ϕM 10
ϕL 1 N 1∼10 ∆p 10 ms

Figure 8. The Traffic Simulator QoS-CITS (v2.1).

5.2. Experiments and Analysis

Considering the key constraints to guarantee cooperation safety, QoS of vehicles (H) (or vehicles
(M) when there is no vehicle (H)), and the traffic throughput of one intersection, a series of experiments
have been designed and carried out, and further, corresponding scheduling effects are analyzed
as below.
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(1) Promotion of Passing-Through Orders

These designed policies are firstly verified under a same traffic situation, totally covering 200
vehicles in each experiment. Figures 9 and 10 shows the experimental results, where exist four vehicles
(H): 20031 and 20046 on lane `2, 10201 and 10211 on lane `1. It can be observed that authorization orders
of these four vehicles (H) are promoted by these eight policies to be < −2, 6,−9,−8 >, < 1, 3, 0, 0 >,
< −1, 2, 3, 6 >, < 0, 2, 0, 2 >, < 6, 12, 12, 12 >, < 10, 11, 14, 14 >, < 9, 8, 12, 13 >, and < 9, 8, 11, 10 >,
respectively. It is clear that all four QoS-oriented policies authorize all vehicles (H) to pass through
preferentially, and those platoon-based policies also performed better. This experiment is carried out
with a bigger PH value 0.2, which means more vehicles (H) will exist in traffic flows. However as is
well known, such scenes are very scarcely in reality.

Figure 9. Comparison of Passing-through Orders of Four FAFP-based Policies: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

Figure 10. Comparison of Passing-through Orders of Four QoS-oriented Policies: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

The relevant experimental results are shown in Figures 11 and 12, from which we can find these
four QoS-oriented policies still perform better to guarantee the QoS of vehicles (H). Significantly,
HQEP-SV has exhibited the outstanding capability to authorize vehicles (H) preferentially because the
single-vehicle authorization and the GPI mechanism make it more flexible. It needs to be noted that
the number of promoted places is not the unique factor to measure these policies. As aforementioned,
there are still other important indicators need to be concerned, typically the average delay time of all
vehicles (H) and the throughput of any intersection.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Passing-through Orders of Four FAFP-based Policies: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 20%, pM = 10%, pL = 70%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

Figure 12. Comparison of Passing-through Orders of Four QoS-oriented Policies: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 20%, pM = 10%, pL = 70%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

(2) Delay Time of Vehicles{H,M,L}

Delay time is the real indicator that reflects how long one vehicle has been blocked. Although we
have devoted to finding novel policies to authorize vehicles (H) preferentially, a few vehicles (H) are still
delayed when there simultaneously exist vehicles (H) on different lanes. This is a normal phenomenon
in real transportation procedures. Thereout, we have drew up a statistics-based evaluation indicator,
the average delay time, to appraise the effect of these policies. Concretely, for each experimental
variable, a series of experiments have been conducted, and each time the traffic flows are composed of
200 vehicles.

• Reservation Distance: dr

The influence of reservation distance dr, corresponding to the position Pr, is the first experimental
indicator. In our model, the value of dr will mainly affect the length of Q`. The bigger the value of dr is
appointed, the more vehicles are allowed to be buffered in Q`. It implicitly means that one vehicle (H)
is able to be perceived earlier by I-Agent, thereby, can be authorized earlier.

Figures 13 and 14 shows experimental results when changing dr from 10 m to 70 m. It can be
observed that along with the increase of dr the average delay time of all vehicles rises, especially
for FAFP-SV policy. That is mainly because that there are more vehicles buffered in these Q`,
and furthermore, leading to more vehicles delayed. However, it can be also observed that, all
QoS-oriented policies can obviously decrease the average delay time of vehicles with higher priorities,
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meanwhile, be influenced very little by dr. This demonstrates that these policies possess the capability
to warrant QoS of vehicles with higher priorities. Furthermore, we can find that queue-based policies,
covering FAFP-SQ-SV, FAFP-MQ, HWFP-SQ-SV, and HWFP-MQ, have also reduced the delay of
vehicles with higher priorities significantly. Especially, HWFP-SQ-SV exhibited the best effect, which is
because that the “-SV” property allows vehicles on other lanes to obtain unauthorized S-CSs.

Figure 13. Average Delay Time of Vehicles{H,M,L} with the Change of dr of Four FAFP-based Policies:
λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s,
vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

Figure 14. Average Delay Time of Vehicles{H,M,L} with the Change of dr of Four QoS-oriented Policies:
λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s,
vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

• Density of Traffic Flow: λ

Traffic density is another vital indicator that maybe changes in different situation and affects the
traffic efficiency. In our experiments, the influence of λ to all policies is evaluated within the value
scope [0.01, 1.0] and with normal proportion of vehicles (H). After analyzing the results as shown in
Figures 15 and 16, it can be concluded that QoS-oriented policies indeed exhibited good performance
even though λ exceeds the value 0.13. However, from this point 0.13, the average delay time of each
FAFP-based policy increases jumpily. The main reason for this phenomenon is that when PH is small,
there only exist very few vehicles (H), thus, the phenomenon that one vehicle (H) blocks vehicles (H)
on other lanes will rarely happen. That is to say, under normal traffic situations, λ has very limited
impact on the performance of these QoS-oriented policies.
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Figure 15. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different λ of Four FAFP-based Policies : pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

Figure 16. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different λ of Four QoS-oriented Policies: pυ.l=4.5m =

30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

• Proportion of Large Vehicles: Pυ.l=4.5m

From the models of intelligent vehicles and S-CS, we know that various vehicles with different
sizes will occupy different amount of S-CSs when passing through an intersection, and the passing-
through time will be also discrepant. Particularly, when taking a left-turning maneuver, larger vehicles
will maybe occupy all four S-CSs as shown in Figure 2a, while small vehicles will only enter into
three of these S-CSs. Obviously, the latter cases will possibly allow the concurrency of multiple
passing-through procedures. So, the influence of the proportion of lager vehicles also needs to be
evaluated. Figures 17 and 18 presents a group of experimental results. It is clear that the average delay
time of vehicles (H) with queue-based policies still keep lower than that with FAFP-SV and HQEP-SV
policies. It can be also concluded that all QoS-oriented policies are effective to guarantee the QoS of
vehicles (H) under situations with different Pυ.l .
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Figure 17. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different Pυ.l=4.5m of Four FAFP-based Policies:
λ = 0.15, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

Figure 18. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different Pυ.l=4.5m of Four QoS-oriented Policies:
λ = 0.15, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

• Proportion of Vehicles (H): PH

Through experimental results as shown in Figures 19 and 20, it can be found that under normal
traffic situations where λ is smaller, all QoS-oriented policies perform better than FAFP-based policies.
But these experiments have also proved that, along with the increase of PH and λ, the performance of
QoS-oriented policies become more different. Figures 19 and 20 also presents the cooperation effects
when λ is 0.8, namely under heavy traffic-jam situations. From this figure, it can be found that all
queue-based QoS-oriented policies are still capable to perform well even though the average delay
time is increased somewhat. Of course, the exception is that HQEP-SV begins to degrade significantly
since PH exceeds 0.7. This is mainly because when the PH and λ are all big enough, GPI will promote
more vehicles{M,L} to the highest priority that will eliminate the differences of vehicular emergencies.
Extremely, HQEP-SV will finally degrade to FAFP-SV.
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Figure 19. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different PH of Four FAFP-based Policies: λ =

{0.15, 0.8}, Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pM = 10%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

Figure 20. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different PH of Four QoS-oriented Policies: λ =

{0.15, 0.8}, Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pM = 10%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s,
N = 2.

• Platoon Length: N

Platoon length is in fact the amount of vehicles to be authorized each time. From the common
sense, longer one platoon is, shorter the average delay time will be caused. But, it can be also imagined
that a bigger platoon will maybe block vehicles on other lanes for a longer time. To find the influence
of platoon length, presented as the variable N within the value scope [1, 10], we conduct a series of
experiments. Figures 21 and 22 presents the effects under normal traffic situations. From these results,
it can be observed that when N is greater than 1, namely authorizing a vehicular platoon at each time,
the average delay time of each queue-based policy decreases obviously, meanwhile, QoS-oriented
policies still warrant QoS of vehicles (H) well. Since a flexible value of N has been employed in
queue-based QoS-oriented policies, as described in Algorithms 3 and 4, any vehicle (H) could be
authorized in time so long as it has submitted a reservation message. It is also very clear that, when N
is bigger than 4, the average delay time caused by each QoS-oriented policy will level off. Of course,
this effect is also relative to some other factors, such as dr, PH , Pυ.l , and λ.
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Figure 21. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different N of Three FAFP-based Policies: λ = 0.15,
Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s,
vγ = 8 m/s.

Figure 22. Average Delay Time of Vehicles with Different N of Three QoS-oriented Policies: λ = 0.15,
Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s,
vγ = 8 m/s.

(3) Analysis of Throughput at One Intersection

Keeping high throughput is another important goal for the optimizing of traffic management.
During our work, the throughput has been taken into account as well as the main target to authorize
vehicles (H) preferentially. While considering the QoS efficiency of these policies, the traffic throughput
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at an intersection is further evaluated statistically. Figure 23 shows the statistical results of eight
policies aforementioned. From this figure, it can be observed that queue-based policies can improve
the throughput prominently, and HQEP-SV exhibited better performance to authorize vehicles (H) as
early as possible. In addition, those queue-based policies, especially HWFP-SQ-SV and HWFP-MQ,
can guarantee higher throughput because of their concurrency characteristic. Correspondingly,
Figures 24–28 present the average delay along with the changing of variables dr, λ, Pυ.l , N, and
PH with two typical values of λ, respectively. In addition, Figure 27 also indicates that HWFP-SQ-SV
and HWFP-MQ always perform better than the other policies under both normal traffic situations and
traffic-jam conditions.

As a whole, all these experimental results have demonstrated the performance of these policies
from different aspects. It can be concluded that, both the queue-based and QoS-oriented properties are
efficient to optimize the management of service-oriented traffic flows of intelligent vehicles.

Figure 23. Comparison of Intersection Throughput: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH =

{5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%}, pM = 10%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s,
vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

Figure 24. Average Delay Time of All Policies with Different dr: λ = 0.15, pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%,
pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

Figure 25. Average Delay Time of All Policies with Different λ: pυ.l=4.5m = 30%, pH = 5%, pM = 10%,
pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

Figure 26. Average Delay Time of All Policies with Different Pυ.l=4.5m: λ = 0.15, pH = 5%, pM = 10%,
pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.
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Figure 27. Average Delay Time of All Policies with Different PH : λ = {0.15, 0.8}, Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%,
pM = 10%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s, N = 2.

Figure 28. Average Delay Time of All Queue-based Policies with Different N: λ = 0.15, Pυ.l=4.5m = 30%,
pH = 5%, pM = 10%, pL = 85%, da = 8 m, dr = 30 m, vm = 10 m/s, vr = 6 m/s, vγ = 8 m/s.

6. Conclusions

As a continuation of our previous study, a set of cooperation polices relative to QoS-oriented
PTI problem are studied deeply in this paper. In particular, after analyzing the QoS features of
vehicles{H,M} during PTIs, several novel queue-based or/and platoon-based QoS-oriented policies
are proposed and verified within our self-developed simulator QoS-CITS (v2.1). The large amount of
experimental data have demonstrated that QoS-oriented policies can generally guarantee the traffic
QoS of emergent vehicles better, namely, the delay of vehicles (H) (or vehicles (M) when there’s no
vehicle (H)) are decreased significantly. Meanwhile, all queue-based policies improve the throughput
of intersection markedly. From this deeper study, we can conclude that queue-based QoS-oriented
policies can guarantee both the traffic QoS of emergent vehicles and the traffic throughput. In particular,
HWFP-SQ-SV and HWFP-MQ policies show better performances, which means that these policies are
most suitable for the C-ITS in a city.

Our ongoing and future studies on this topic have been extending to the scope of road networks
in a city domain, especially focusing on the prediction models and mechanisms of traffic flows in a
city domain, and the QoS-oriented cooperative path-planning via traffic clouds and big data, and also
the construction of an indoor Vehicle-In-Loop test bed, continuously perfecting our simulator.
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